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Abstract  

 
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, also known as North Korea, is 

typically understood as an enigma. As the world’s last Stalinist state, North Korea has 
refined draconian practices that revolve around the will of a familial personality cult 
reflecting an Orwellian fait acompli. In the pursuit of self-sufficiency, the North Korean 
regime under Kim Il Sung, began isolating itself from the world. Although Kim Jong 
Un’s transition to power raised hopes for a more open society, it is now evident that he 
has been consolidating his power, giving rise to levels of skepticism over his young and 
petulant leadership. This thesis examines North Korea’s past and present mechanisms for 
controlling dissent, and the possibility of a regime collapse. My examination of potential 
scenarios following the regime’s collapse reveal significant dangers that can be avoided 
through the development of diplomatic influence.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Brief Timeline of Significant Events for the DPRK 
 
1945—At the conclusion of World War II, Japanese occupation on the Korean peninsula 
ends. At this point the Soviet Union occupies the North while the United States occupies 
the South.  
1946—The Communist Korean Workers’ Party is founded under the Soviet-backed 
leadership of Kim Il Sung fitted with training from the Soviet Red Army.  
1948—The Soviet Union withdraws from North Korea as the Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea (DPRK/North Korea) is officially erected.  
1950—South Korea declares its sovereignty. Kim Il Sung, receiving a go ahead from the 
Soviets, invades South Korea prompting the Korean War.  
1953—Cease fire ends the Korean War. Over two million lives were lost.  
1960s—Start of industrial development. 
1980—Kim Jong Il, son of Kim Il Sung, gradually moves up the party ladder into greater 
realms of power.  
1994—Kim Il Sung dies, abdicating power to Kim Jong Il.  
1996—Overwhelming famine that leaves many of its population dead or malnourished.  
2002—George W. Bush famously includes North Korea in his “axis of evil” speech. 
2003—North Korea announces it has enriched enough plutonium to develop nuclear 
weapons. 
2003—North Korea claims to have developed “enough material to make up to six nuclear 
bombs” (BBC 1). 
2005—North Korea states nuclear weapons are for self-defense 
2006—North Korea states it has tested a nuclear bomb. 
2009—North Korea announces a successful subterranean nuclear test, ushering in larger 
sanctions from the UN. 
2010—Kim Jong Un is moved up in both political and military ranks. A South Korean 
warship is presumably sunk by Northern artillery contributing to new degrees of tension 
on the Korean peninsula.  
2011—Death of Kim Jong Il gives rise to Kim Jong Un as the “Great Successor.” (BBC 
1) 
2012—Kim Jong Un formally begins role as leader.  
2013—An eventful year in the DPRK, Kim Jong Un’s uncle, Jang Song-thaek is 
executed for allegedly conspiring a faction to overthrow the regime, and the joint 
Kaesong Industrial Zone, where a select group of South Koreans work, is shut down for a 
succinct period over heightened tensions. 
2014—Election held giving Kim Jong Un 100% of the vote, with no one to compete 
against. New Years speech highlights economic importance and mentions Jang Song-
thaek’s execution, perhaps as a warning for anyone else considering dissent.  
 
 

 



Juche Idea 

 

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is one of the most ethnically 

homogenous states on earth. It comes with little surprise then, that North Korea’s guiding 

philosophy stands, albeit frailly, in its own distinct category descried far from capitalism, 

yet separate from Marxist-Leninist communism. In order to understand North Korea to 

make assertions of future instability, a fundamental comprehension of Juche ideology is 

necessary. The word Juche literally translates into “self-reliance,” and can be understood 

as fuel to legitimate the DPRK’s distinct complex of exceptionalism. Juche as an 

ideology is simplified by its grand architect, Kim Il Sung, who once stated, “Establishing 

Juche means, in a nutshell, being the master of revolution and reconstruction in one’s 

own country. This means holding fast to an independent position, rejecting dependence 

on others, using one’s own brains, believing in one’s own strength, displaying the 

revolutionary spirit of self-reliance, and thus solving one’s own problems for oneself on 

one’s own responsibility under all circumstances” (Lee 105). From this understanding of 

Juche ideology, values of autonomy, freedom, and opportunity to develop on one’s own 

terms are attainable and strived for. In actuality, however, the Juche ideology’s emphasis 

on self-reliance and acrimony to foreign influence make Juche’s values a tool for state 

dominance over the lives of its followers. To be self-reliant and autonomous state means, 

in practice, to give the state complete autonomy and freedom to operate as it sees fit to 

create opportunity and policies for all of North Korea.  

 Juche ideology gives the utmost importance to independence in three areas that 

include foreign independence, economic independence, and military independence. With 



foreign independence, Juche makes emphatic all issues surrounding the nation’s internal 

sovereignty by limiting its correspondence with outside nations. A particularly 

controversial pillar of Juche, this area of the philosophy effectively severs North Korea 

from building influential ties with other nations and the rest of the world, fortifying its 

insular alienation. “In practice, this political stance has caused North Korea to truly 

become a hermit kingdom because of the huge stigma Juche places upon cooperation 

with outside powers” (Lee 106). To clarify, Juche asserts self-reliance through a concrete 

belief in the capacities of the state, emphasizing complete independence from foreign 

influence and the circumvention of mutual dependency. 

With regards to economic independence, Juche ideology recognizes economic 

independence as the backbone to political independence. Kim Il Sung stated that, 

“Building an independent national economy means building an economy which is free 

from dependence on others and which stands on its own feet, an economy which serves 

one’s own people and develops on the strength of the resources of one’s own country and 

by the efforts of one’s people” (Lee 107). It should be noted that Kim Il Sung recognized 

that this was an ambitious goal which would explain his later appeal for greater 

cooperation between socialist republics and among certain regimes in Africa and Eastern 

Europe during the 1960’s and 1970’s. In relation to Juche’s economic guidelines, Jae-

Jung Suh writes, “It was spectacularly successful in mobilizing human resources to 

rebuild its economy from the ashes of the war in the 1950s, and continued with an 

impressively high rate of economic development in the 1960s and 1970s, building a 

highly modernized economy by the end of the latter decade. It started to stagnate in the 

1980s, and dropped precipitously it the 1990s, across all economic performance 



indicators, generating mass starvation in the middle of the decade” (Suh 8). However 

noble its initial goal, Juche’s stance of economic independence has not brought North 

Korea out of poverty, and by all indications has made its plight graver.  

The third pillar of Juche ideology is military independence. North Korea’s military 

apparatus is the crown jewel of Juche ideology, so to speak. It is speculated by South 

Korean intelligence that North Korea has over 1.2 million soldiers and over 200,000 

troops enlisted in the DPRK’s special forces (Kim 1). The term “songun” refers to North 

Korea’s “military first” policy, officially implemented following Kim Il Sung’s death, 

which legitimates the incommensurate amount of funding and resources devoted to North 

Korea’s military endeavors. Lee states, in relation to the military independence realm of 

Juche, that, “The implementation of this self-reliant defense system would involve the 

mobilization of the whole country and the complete inculcation of ideology in the armed 

forces. Those who were not directly taking up arms were to contribute to the construction 

and maintenance of the domestic defense industry and remain ideologically prepared, so 

that the home front would be united in a sense of socio-political superiority” (Lee 107). It 

is true that North Korea does have a formidable military relative to its impoverished 

status and small geographic size. To understand this better with relation to Juche and 

songun, Han S. Park writes, “With a 10-year compulsory military service and a large 

portion of the population (in excess of one million) serving at any given time, virtually 

every family has at least one soldier in the military service. In fact, there is hardly any 

separation at all between the military and civilian sectors. The military performs an 

extensive role in the civilian villages, and the military’s role is further heightened by the 

fact that practically all physically functioning people in the country are mobilized in the 



People’s Militia. It is no surprise that the military’s culture is the North Korean culture. 

Thus, the country’s cultural traits include uniformity, obedience to authority, a clear 

definition of a common enemy, and resolve and determination as the highest virtues. The 

songun doctrine has created a belief system in which the public must follow the military 

because the military is always right” (Park 3).  

Attempting to understand the machinations of North Korea and its characteristically 

puerile and authoritative leadership are somewhat easier to do after Juche is considered. 

The philosophy defends North Korea’s choice to isolate while everyone else converges 

and aligns with international norms. North Korea’s Juche system upholds virtues of 

individualism, yet reaffirms the capacities of the military and state through isolating itself 

from the world and affirming the power of the state. If speculation of change within 

North Korea is to be accurate, it must take into account the North’s connubial attachment 

to Juche ideology as the epicenter of its ipseity throughout the state’s post-modern history 

and into the realm of the future. 

 

    

       Image courtesy of (http://komapsumnidap-juche.blogspot.com 1) 

 

 



Cult of Personality 

 

 Everywhere you go in North Korea, the jovial, smiling faces of Kim Il Sung and 

Kim Jong Il beam down on you through uncanny photos that are found in every room of 

homes, classrooms, and buildings, through the hundreds of massive statues and 

monuments of Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il, and through incessant propaganda portraits 

that radiate their leader’s greatness on just about every corner. Additionally, North 

Korean citizens wear pins on their clothing to further eulogize their leaders. From an 

outsider’s perspective, the constant gaze feels more watchful and intimidating than 

benevolent and loving, commonly engendering Orwellian comparisons to “Big Brother.” 

 The cult of personality emerged during Kim Il Sung’s tenacious consolidation of 

power in the 1950s with the help of Soviet guidance and has been in place since. After 

Kim Il Sung received the green light from the Soviets to invade South Korea, plunging 

the peninsula into a war that made a mockery of Kim’s quixotic advance, he realized the 

pressing need to regain influence to keep control over his newly founded pariah state. 

According to John Fredricksen, “Kim quickly stifled dissent and criticism of his wartime 

leadership by arresting and executing several political adversaries. Then, in true Stalinist 

style, he began deliberately and carefully orchestrating a cult of personality centered 

upon himself. Kim thus became nationally heralded as the ‘Great Leader,’ and praise for 

him and his achievements became a national mantra” (Fredricksen 277). Kim Il Sung was 

a leader of immense stature, and is revered as the father of North Korea. However, by 

western accounts his legacy is that of a modern suzerain, a communist tyrant who 

enjoyed eminent fealty from his 25 million subjects.  It is speculated and very probable 



that Kim Il Sung’s son and successor, Kim Jong Il, felt largely eclipsed his father’s 

legacy, never able to fill the shoes passed down to him that were worn with the ebullience 

and charisma his father was revered for. Shedding light on this assumption, Jerald Post 

states, “Being the son and designated successor of a major political leader is a daunting 

task. Being the son and successor of a charismatic leader and nation founder of almost 

God-like stature is overwhelming” (Post 216). When Kim Il Sung died in 1994, he was 

made “eternal president” (Kristoff 1) of North Korea. Chris Monday highlights the Kim 

family’s role in the cult of personality, stating, “The organizing factor for its politics, 

economics, social relations, and culture is the Kim family. North Korean technology, for 

example, is peculiar because it is advanced, yet, at the same time ‘Kim-centric.’ State 

institutions and information structures are designed so that those physically close to the 

Kim family are well informed, while the infantryman or the policewoman knows nothing 

of significance whatsoever. All information flows to the Kim family, and all decisions 

flow from it” (Monday 813).  

One of the most striking reasons the cult of personality has been able to last this 

long, extending the blood lineage of power to a third generation under ruler Kim Jong 

Un, is the North Korean prison system. In North Korea there are three types of prisons, 

all of which are characterized as forced labor camps, each yielding high death rates and 

humanitarian violations. Blaine Harden of the Economist writes, “the kwan-li-so for 

political prisoners, from which there is usually no release; the kyo-hwa-so penitentiaries 

mostly for those serving out sentences as common criminals; and detention centres for 

those forcibly repatriated from China. All appear to involve mistreatment that frequently 

ends in death” (Harden 1). The regime maintains an iron grip on power by expelling 



anyone suspected of political dissent or questioning the legitimacy of the regime; thought 

crimes of sorts. Another distinguishing feature of the North Korean prison system that 

perpetuates the cult of personality is guilt by association. Harden states, “Under an edict 

from Kim Il Sung in 1972, up to three generations must be punished in order to wipe out 

the ‘seed’ of class enemies. There are no trials for those in the political camps, but 

presumed deviants are suspect of, as Mr. Hawk puts it, wrongdoing, wrong thinking, 

wrong knowledge, wrong association or the wrong background. Crimes include a failure 

to wipe the dust off a portrait of Kim the patriarch; having been a diplomat or student in 

eastern Europe in the late 1980s and therefore having witnessed the collapse of socialism; 

having contact (usually in China) with South Koreans; or being a Christian. Nowhere else 

in the world matches North Korea for forced disappearances. Victims are held 

incommunicado, rendering the level of inhumanity even worse in the North Korean gulag 

than in that of the former Soviet Union” (Harden 1). Consequently, there are thousands 

upon thousands of relatives of alleged criminals suffering from purported crimes they did 

not commit. In addition, children born into these prison camps are treated as prisoners as 

well, their lives resembling farm animals more than human beings. The terror of North 

Korea’s prison system and the grave consequences one’s entire family will face through 

suspicion of criminality and guilt by association allow the regime’s cult of personality to 

become embedded into the lives of North Korean citizens. The acceptance of the cult of 

personality becomes a matter of life or death survival.  

Controlling information is the key to preserving the Kim regime’s longevity and 

ongoing façade. North Korea’s isolation and draconian punishment system reinforces 



beliefs and shields the masses from learning about the outside world and therefore, basic 

truths regarding their state’s international affairs and controversies.  

 In North Korea there is only one media outlet, which is, of course, run by the 

state. Images of the Kims are frequently broadcast along with propaganda campaigns that 

often blame the United States and western governments for internal troubles. Bruce 

Bennett explains that, “Domestically, it (North Korea) justifies all its policies and denies 

the existence of any problems through oppression, propaganda and indoctrination. It 

claims that all its problems are caused by outside enemies, particularly South Korea and 

the U.S., as a typical person in denial” (Bennett 16). Further illuminating the state’s 

tightly filtered dissemination of information, Julian Ryle writes, “With the state media 

sewn up, the Kims can exaggerate their achievements with little likelihood of 

contradiction. The official biographies can claim, for example, that Kim Jong-Il was born 

in 1942 in a secret military camp on Baekdu Mountain, from where his father was waging 

guerrilla warfare against the occupying Japanese. The mountain today has been given 

almost religious significance in North Korea, although Soviet records show that Kim was 

actually born in a refugee camp near Khabarovsk in 1941. From these humble 

beginnings, the exaggerations of Kim's achievements grow rapidly. He was walking at 

three weeks and talking at eight weeks. He wrote six operas in three years at university, 

as well as no fewer than 1,500 books. The "Lodestar of the 21st Century" is also credited 

with 11 holes-in-one and a 38-under par the first time he picked up a golf club and is 

equally a genius at architecture and directing movies” (Ryall 1).  

 While these legends about the Kims are more than likely false, questioning them 

could land you and your entire family in a penal labor camp with the possibility open to 



grim punishment including execution. The prevalence of fear coupled with the state’s 

propaganda machine generates a malodorous relationship between acceptance and 

survival. Further insight on the cult of personality is gained upon examining North 

Korea’s election system in the following section.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Elections in the DPRK 

 

 Understanding North Korea’s electoral system can be bewildering and complex. 

Citizens actually vote in the authoritative state’s elections. However, the electoral process 

is tightly monitored and influenced by the despotic nature of the North’s leadership. By 

western standards, these elections are seen as a farce, a mordantly laughable bureaucratic 

technique controlled by the regime to monitor dissent. In practice, elected offices are a 

means of reward to local leaders who have displayed juggernaut loyalty to the regime.  

 Elections are held once every five years in North Korea, and every citizen 17 or 

older is required to vote. While officially the participation rates are 100%, the actual 

results remain near impossible to extrapolate, as there is no agency allowed to monitor 

the legitimacy of the state’s elections. Candidates that appear on the ballots have already 

been approved and selected by a plenum known as the “Democratic Front for the 

Reunification of the Fatherland” (Economist 1), which is widely recognized as an 

institutional arm of the governing Worker’s Party of Korea.  

 On the ballot itself, there is only one choice to mark under the single 

representative chosen by the Democratic Front for the Reunification of the Fatherland. 

There are no alternatives, yet voters do have an opportunity to vote no. While North 

Korea maintains that the votes occur on secret ballots, a voter that desires to vote against 

the pre-approved candidate must do so in a separate voting booth with no secrecy; 

thereby inevitably risking suspicion and slurs of treason, which if convicted, could 

subject you and your entire family to egregious punishment.   



 The Supreme People’s Assembly, the state’s primary body of legislation, is 

comprised of 687 seats. “Participants in the SPA are like machines; they move 

automatically. They are nothing more than bbonggauri (Korean phrase for an 

incompetent person in power). The Upper (the Party) has already determined the results 

in advance. Thus, the meeting is merely a gathering of puppets to show to the world that 

North Korea adheres to democratic processes. All delegates must automatically lift up 

their registration cards and vote in favor of all motions” (Ah 1). Each one of these seats is 

currently filled by a member of the Democratic Front for the Reunification of the 

Fatherland. The single choices that appear on the ballots are for these seats, yet in reality, 

they have already been determined. It is important to recognize that no matter who gets 

the honor of appearing on the ballot to serve for this governing plenum, Kim Jong Un 

still calls all of the shots. No one, under the current regime structure, will ever wield the 

amount of power that he has to carry out policy and make decisions. Kim Jong Un 

himself is appearing on the ballot this election year, “running for a seat in the Paekusan 

Constituency No.111; significant because the numbers are regarded as auspicious in 

Korean culture, and because North Korea claims Mount Paektu, located in Paekusan on 

the border with China, to be the legendary birthplace of his father” (Shadbolt 1). In 

reality, it is widely recognized through actual Soviet documents that Kim Jong-Il, Kim 

Jong Un’s father, was born in the Soviet Union near the North Korean border while his 

father, Kim Il Sung, was leading the revolution at the start of the Korean War.  

 With no opposition anywhere on the ballot, and therefore no one to choose against 

any of the parliamentary members “running” for election, it is a stretch to give these 

elections any weight heavier than a pantomime showing of loyalty to the Worker’s Party 



of Korea and to those who call the shots. It is almost as if the DPRK is paying a 

backhanded compliment to democratic institutions and norms by attempting a façade of 

democracy and freedom of choice. Requiring everyone to vote seems petulant and puerile 

as the elections are simply a show of total submittance to the governing factions of 

authority, namely Kim Jong Un. According to Joseph Schumpeter in his indelible 

Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, 

“The democratic method is that institutional arrangement for arriving at political decision

s in which individuals acquire the power to decide by means of a competitive struggle for

 the people's vote” (Schumpeter 269). It is clear that in practice, North Korea defies this 

method by preselecting candidates, tarnishing the principle of competitive struggle and 

people’s vote altogether through preselecting candidates and “struggling” in political 

races for power where there is no one else to choose for representation, as Kim Jong Un 

did this last election. North Korea’s ability to control this process demonstrates the state’s 

recondite power over basic freedoms of choice, resulting in elections that fail to produce 

competitive results, substantive to the regime’s haze of oppression.  

 Accompanying the elections, of course, is the undulating nature of the regime’s 

propaganda machine. With elections around the corner, new posters, slogans, and even 

poems have materialized to celebrate loyalty to Kim Jong Un and the Worker’s Party. 

KCNA, the DPRK’s one and only news outlet, issued a that the poems represent, “the 

immutable will of all service personnel and people to remain loyal to the revolutionary 

leadership of Marshal Kim Jong Un” (BBC 1).  

 North Korea is in a world of its own, and more often than not, defies international 

norms and expectations. These upcoming elections are no exception. It is no real surprise 



by anyone’s account that these elections are hodgepodge and will not represent the true 

preferences of all North Korean citizens, as there are measures in place to intimidate and 

suppress any dissenting voter. Elections in North Korea, then, are less about determining 

who is the best fit for a position, and are instead about showing consummate loyalty to 

the regime and Kim Jong Un. 

 

 

 

         Poster reads “let’s all vote yes” from 2014 election. 
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Dissent 

 

 It is now evident that North Korea has not been able to fully counter the global 

spread of the information age. Despite the risks of extreme punishment by the regime, 

news of the outside world and compendious reports of life outside North Korea are 

matriculating into impervious North Korea at an alarming rate, calling into question the 

messianic propaganda that ensconces the Kim dynasty. Halvorssen and Lloyd of The 

Atlantic write, “While the government still has a monopoly over information 

dissemination within North Korea, cracks are beginning to show. Many North Koreans 

now have access to smuggled DVDs and USBs loaded with videos. They are seeing the 

world outside the North, and it doesn’t match up to the dictatorship’s lies and 

propaganda” (Halvorssen & Lloyd 1). The breakdown of North Korea’s clamp on 

information and the subsequential patterns of rising dissent can and should be exploited 

by the United States and other nation’s seeking change in North Korea.  

Information is arguably the greatest threat to the regime’s authoritative grip on 

power. Citing a survey of North Korean refugees who have defected, Rand cites Marcus 

Noland and Stephen Haggard who found that, “Not only is foreign media becoming more 

widely available, inhibitions on its consumption are declining as well. The availability of 

alternative sources of information undermines the heroic image of a workers’ paradise 

and threatens to unleash the information cascade that can be so destabilizing to 

authoritarian rule” (Rand 37). Additionally, reports of dissent within the ranks of the 

military are noted. Noland and Haggard write in relation to corruption surrounding 

defections that, “These changes have all the hallmarks of Kim Jong Un desperately trying 



to restore central government control of the border, which has been blemished in recent 

years by a procession of civilian defections, smuggling and leaking of information to the 

outside world. Previous orders to execute would-be defectors on the spot and 

‘exterminate three generations’ of defectors’ families have also been attributed to Kim 

Jong Un, revealing a nasty streak to rival if not overtake that of his father” (Rand 45). 

According to multiple reports, defection rates are on the rise. Tim O’Neill of National 

Geographic estimates that, “Some 50,000 North Koreans, and possibly many more, are 

hiding in China, most in cities and villages along the remote 900-mile-long border 

between the two countries” (O’Neill 1). O’Neill continues, writing, “Some 15,000 have 

reached safe haven, most often in South Korea. There, traumatized and barely skilled, 

they face the most formidable challenge of all: starting over” (O’Neill 1). 

Evidence that the climate of quiescence is slowly changing in North Korea from 

the increased smuggle of information into its borders. I advocate that the United States 

and other allied powers with an interest in a North Korean regime change, back up 

channels of dissent that could potentially awaken North Korea’s masses. Andrei Lankov 

agrees, making the recommendation that, “The United States should allow—and 

encourage—cheaper personal computers to be sold or donated to North Korea without 

much hassle. Such low market computers—which would not be of great harm even if 

they fell into government hands—would help create an environment in which 

unauthorized information spread faster and more easily” (Lankov 104). Lankov 

continues, stating, “Broadly, the U.S. government should be cultivating a political 

opposition and alternative elite that could one day replace the fallen Kim regime. Due to 

many factors, including information control and police surveillance, those few North 



Koreans who are politically aware hardly constitute a community of dissenting 

intellectuals…Washington should focus, therefore, on aiding the dissident community in 

South Korea, where some 16,000 North Korean defectors live” (Lankov 104). Aiding 

defectors and North Korea’s growing population of skeptics toward the regime would 

help break the ice further with regards to giving those skeptics a greater push towards 

defying statewide oppression.  

 

 

          Image courtesy of (theweek.co.uk 1) 

 

 

 

 

 



The Economy 

 

 North Korea’s economy has been in dismal shape for a significant period of time 

now. The North Korean economy is centrally controlled, and is constructed along the 

principles of Juche. As a result, the North Korean economy is one of the world’s most 

closed-off; engaging in strictly controlled trade with several of its few allies including its 

largest patron, China, where 63% of North Korean exports are shipped (CIA 1). The 

economy has proven to be a pressing issue for North Korea, especially in recent times as 

continued sanctions mar dreams of development, while also responsible for the gruesome 

famine in the mid 1990s where “between 600,000 and 2.5 million people died of hunger” 

(Stanton & Lee 1).  

 According to CIA data, North Korea’s estimated GDP is a meager $40 billion and 

has a per capita GDP of only $1800 (CIA 1). The long-term effects of isolation and 

authoritative control are glaring when North Korea’s GDP data is compared to their 

neighbors just below the DMZ in South Korea, where GDP is $1.62 trillion and per 

capita GDP is $33,400 (CIA 1).  

North Korea’s economy was performing poorly long before Kim Jong Il 

succeeded his father, Kim Il Sung. Marcus Noland writes, “Foreign observers, including 

those from other socialist states, concluded that by the late 1970s the North Korean 

economy was experiencing serious problems when its ability to grow ‘extensively’ 

through the mobilization of resources was reaching its limits. A series of macroeconomic 

shocks in the late 1980s—including the withdrawal of Soviet aid, economic 

disengagement with its former socialist allies in the Eastern bloc, and bad weather that 



worsened the crisis in agriculture—exacerbated those difficulties” (Noland 106). Despite 

the impoverished conditions that many North Koreans find themselves in, the North 

Korean regime, “still has the world’s highest military spending as a percentage of GDP” 

(Stanton 1). The military is North Korea’s largest, most industrialized industry. Military 

related goods are among North Korea’s largest exports, along with minerals, 

metallurgical products, textiles, and agricultural goods (CIA 1). The need for a resilient 

economy is fundamental in Juche ideology. North Korea’s economy, however, is far from 

resilient as the regime gives most of its attention to the military. Bennett states, “The 

North Korean government often highlights its 2012 goal of becoming a ‘strong and 

prosperous’ nation and attracting foreign investment, a key factor for improving the 

overall standard of living. Nevertheless, firm political control remains the government’s 

overriding concern, which likely will inhibit changes to North Korea’s current economic 

system” (Bennett 26).  

 As cracks in North Korea’s economy deteriorate into potholes, evidence is 

emerging to contest the stability of the regime’s tightly controlled and failing economic 

system. Control over the North Korean economy is being compromised to black market 

dealings among agricultural workers near border areas as livelihoods continue to deplete. 

Bennett states, “The North Korean black market has always been one form of market 

activity since the creation of the state. In the early 2000s, the leadership loosened control 

of economic activity, hoping to offset shortages of food and other goods. After this brief 

experiment, the government then clamped down on market economy activity during the 

2008-2009 time frame, having observed the increased power North Korean merchants 

were wielding because of their wealth” (Bennett 27). There is no official data associated 



with North Korea’s clandestine trading sectors but no matter the significance, it is clear 

that China has been the sentinel for keeping the North Korean ship afloat, greatly 

undermining the capacity of North Korea’s autonomy and self-affirming philosophy. 

According to Bennett, “The Chinese provide North Korea support that amounts to a trade 

gap of approximately $1 billion per year” (Bennett 28). 

 This statistic shows that even with a powerful military, the hegemon of Asia is not 

and will likely never be the DPRK. China is able to exert more influence on North Korea 

than any other country because of this disparate economic difference and schism that 

characterizes their trade relationship. As long as North Korea’s economy continues to 

stagnate and wither, Juche will never be realized in practice and North Korea will survive 

only for as long as China is willing to provide support.  

This is among the reasons why North Korea’s collapse is inevitable. Since the 

DPRK is severely behind in virtually every aspect, particularly in producing sectors that 

could speedily boost its economy, the regime will grow more and more desperate for 

Chinese aid. If the regime does not change its policies to attract multinational trade, its 

economy will remain in a slump and will only deteriorate as the world continues to 

operate and depend on a liberal economic platform. Continual deterioration and reliance 

on outside nations to assist in economic affairs has already begun to compromise the 

regime’s control of its population and its own philosophy. As the situation worsens, more 

and more North Koreans will attempt to take economic matters into their own hands by 

fiddling with privatization or engaging in clandestine trade in black markets. Such actions 

display the failure of the regime, its goals, and its ability to look after and support its own 



people. These realizations are incredibly dangerous for a regime that has not changed 

much since the 1950s, and these realizations are ostensibly increasing.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Collapse of the DPRK: Chaos on the Peninsula 

  

With regard to the collapse of the North Korean regime, there are many possible 

scenarios. Among them include reunification with South Korea (ROK), Chinese 

intervention and perhaps annexation of certain territories, internal rebellions, and even all 

out war. The instability that would follow a North Korean collapse is likely one of the 

reasons North Korea has been able to scrape by through the years. It is in China’s 

interests to deter the regime from collapse due to the probable flood of refugees that 

would pour into Manchuria, potentially causing unrest and chaotic displacement within 

Chinese territory. In addition, reunification with South Korea would be a tremendous 

burden to undertake. The infrastructure in the North is obsolete to the South’s highly 

advanced and technologically efficient infrastructure, and getting the North up to speed 

would take a great deal of time and revenue. Additionally, there is the obvious cultural 

discrepancy. North Korea’s regime dictates all forms of culture and, as a result, the vast 

amount of their population is brainwashed with ideological values, many of which are 

antagonistic towards South Koreans. Undertaking the effort to change an entire culture 

would require devotion and a pledge of resources by South Korea.  

The topic of reunification of the Korean peninsula is a sensitive issue on both 

sides of the DMZ. North Korea would like to see reunification take place with itself as 

the state in charge. While this is unlikely to happen in the near future, some researchers 

suggest that reunification, no matter who is in charge, could bring substantive benefits to 

the majority of peninsula dwellers.  



 In favor or reunification, Il-Dong Koh claims that, “Once the two Koreas are 

unified, the immediate economic benefit would be realized from the apparent differences 

in resource endowments between them. The cash-strapped and technology–deficient 

North Korea can tremendously benefit from the external supply of capital and technology 

coming back from South Korea as well as from other neighboring countries. Years of 

sanctions and its cut off position in regards to world trade have left North Korea with 

poor infrastructure and an overwhelming lack of modern technology. On the other hand, 

the South Korean economy would greatly benefit from North Korea’s relatively abundant 

labor, land, and natural resources, including its various mineral reserves. In addition, 

North Korea’s relatively inexpensive labor can help prevent the hollowing-out of 

manufacturing sectors in the South Korean economy” (Koh 275). From this view, North 

Korea may turn complacent after its regime falls or after it negotiates with Seoul, an 

event that still has yet to happen to this degree.  

 North Korea has emphasized the desire to reunite the peninsula under its regime, 

yet the actual strength of this desire remains a mystery. Opinion is heavily divided over 

what to do in South Korea, and Bennett explains, “If the North Korean government were 

to collapse, it is not entirely clear the ROK (South Korea) would decide to intervene in 

the North and seek unification. Indeed, during the mid-to late 1990s, when famine in the 

North caused a serious humanitarian problem and hundreds of thousands of deaths, the 

ROK did not intervene…A humanitarian disaster in the North after a North Korean 

government collapse would put some pressure on the ROK to intervene, although the 

ROK government may take some time to decide to intervene because of the risks and 

likely long-term costs of their action” (Bennett 51). While it is asserted that massive 



flooding caused the famine, destroying entire areas of arable land, many scholars place 

the blame on the North Korean regime for its lack of preparation and management of 

such a crisis. Lee states, ”The North Korean famine was ultimately the product of poor 

policy decisions driven by political considerations” (Lee 1).  

South Korea will likely wait and contemplate potential action with its allies before 

reunification is pursued. While scholars like Koh claim that the South would gain 

tremendous resources and untapped mineral wealth, there is the bigger problem of 

rehabilitating North Korea’s population into the modern population of South Korea. 

Former citizens of the North would likely need assistance in transitioning to the bustling 

way of life South Korea has grown accustomed to while North Korea has remained 

frozen in time all of these years. Contemplating the regime’s collapse resembles the fall 

of East Germany, but in my section “The Imminent Collapse: A Call for Engagement,” I 

will dissuade this comparison and highlight the extreme differences between the two 

states. Bringing North Korea into the modern world is undoubtedly a significant hurdle to 

overcome, but sooner or later it must be done.  

 Recognizing that reunification will eventually be a paramount issue in East Asia 

when North Korea’s regime ends, it is important to engage leaders to devise crisis 

aversion strategies to assuage disaster and to bring North Korea’s civilians into the 21st 

century. This is no simple task and will require the dedication of leaders committed to 

engaging the current regime to begin new opportunities for trust and influence, as will be 

discussed later in my thesis.   

 

 



Onward, Toward Incertitude  

 

The 21st century has produced events within North Korea that will make the 

hermit kingdom an exciting place to watch regarding its history’s future. The death of 

Kim Jong Il put his third son, Kim Jong Un, in power, who is now only 31 years old. 

Reports that he had been educated in the West as well as his young age raised hopes of 

tremendous change for the isolated and impoverished North Korea. It is now clear that 

the world was grasping for straws in attempting to predict democratic change from within 

the North’s borders.  

Recent events such as the execution of North Korea’s second most powerful man, 

Kim Jong Un’s uncle Jang Sung-Taek, have unearthed a recent and likely ongoing series 

of purges implemented by Kim Jong Un to eradicate those within the party that may have 

held greater loyalty to his father than to him. Lee, illuminating North Korea’s 

international relations issues in 2013 writes, “Kim Jong Un has been reshuffling North 

Korea’s top leaders in order to place people loyal to him in key positions. Since his rise to 

power, he has, according to a South Korean source, replaced 44% of North Korea’s top 

218 military, party, and government officials with his own choices. He has retired or 

sidelined the generals who had served his father, while promoting to key positions a 

younger generation of generals” (Lee 97).  

Kim Jong Un’s display of force in light of his uncle’s execution was well 

propitiated in North Korea’s media, sending a stark message to anyone else out there 

considering dissent or questioning his power. This display of violence also raises 

skepticism over the regime’s iron grip on power and the stability of Kim Jong Un’s 



succession. Lee writes that, “There are multiple unconfirmed reports that many of Jang’s 

followers who had worked in China had disappeared, as the purge continues. All these 

factors indicate that Kim Jong Un may have temporarily strengthened his power by 

purging potential adversaries. The urgency and brutality with which he struck are a 

testament to the fragile unity of the North Korean elite, and how precarious the regime 

remains in the face of manifold external and internal challenges for the inexperienced 

young supreme leader. The brutal purge and execution of Jang, North Korea’s second 

most powerful man, inevitably raise anxieties for the regime’s future” (Lee 99-100).  

Turbulence within the core of the regime is not the only peculiarity surrounding 

North Korea’s transition into a new era under the guidance of Kim Jong Un. It seems that 

Kim Jong Un is more focused on the economic state of North Korea than his father, Kim 

Jong Il. Under Kim Jong Un, there have been recent developments to the North’s gloomy 

capital, Pyongyang with instillations of new shops that reportedly carry luxury goods and 

electronics. Additionally, it seems that Kim Jong Un is looking at boosting the feeble 

economy through tourism projects that include a ski resort rumored to cost the regime 

upwards of $35 million, and infrastructure developments in areas outside of Pyongyang. 

There is a great deal of uncertainty and speculation as to where the funds for these recent 

developments are emerging from, and there are rumors that Kim Jong Un is exhausting 

his family’s wealth to give his country a facelift.  

Projects like the ski resort are eccentrically ambitious and will take time to 

determine their actual value. Bennett insightfully states that, “Ironically, the slowly 

improving economic conditions in parts of the North may actually increase the danger to 

North Korea’s governmental system. According to one expert, revolutions do not happen 



when people are really desperate. Most revolutions have occurred at a time of steady 

improvement in political freedoms and living standards, as the recent Arab Spring has 

further proved…People start revolutions when they know alternatives to the current 

system, when they believe things might and should be better. Currently, such conditions 

appear to exist in North Korea for selected members of the elite and the merchant class, 

making challenges to the leadership possible in the future” (Bennett 20). With North 

Korea’s economy in shambles, it has repeatedly relied on China for assistance and trade 

to keep things from utter breakdown. Jaewoo Choo writes that, “Recent reports show that 

over 88% of the DPRK’s oil comes from China (the rest comes in aid from the West) as 

does more than 90% of North Korea’s non-aid food imports” (Choo 349).  

In light of the staggering proportion of aid and currency flow from China into 

North Korea, it is unlikely that North Korea will ever reach a harmonious, fruitful 

realization of its Juche philosophy of complete self-reliance. This would suggest that 

reforms are being weighed if the economy is as important a goal to Kim Jong Un as he 

has stated. Lee writes that, “Although Pyongyang has amply demonstrated its nuclear 

capabilities, it has not yet taken any decisive measure toward economic reforms, the 

prerequisite for any economic development, despite evidence that Kim Jong Un has 

shifted from his father’s ‘military first’ attitude to one that prioritizes the economy. Any 

significant attempts at reform seem to have encountered opposition from entrenched 

elites whose vested interests are tied to the existing institutional arrangement. For 

example, the regime reportedly solicited new ideas on economic reforms from various 

research organizations, but those who proposed changes to the socialist system were 

eventually purged” (Lee 95). North Korea needs China’s alliance to preserve its survival, 



and as long as this unbalanced alliance continues, China will exercise a great deal of 

influence over North Korea’s convoluted internal affairs, if it must.  

Recent events have shown a growing annoyance from within China directed 

towards North Korea’s incalculable behavior. In 2013 North Korea was reprimanded by 

China, a rare event, after it conducted a series of nuclear tests despite international 

objection. Even after accounting this slap on the wrist, it is probable and safe to assume 

that China will continue to play a large role in future North Korean development and 

policy decisions. China has a vested interest in North Korean stability. China recognizes 

that there would likely be a huge flux of refugees into China that could disrupt stability in 

Manchuria and increase problems such as crime and poverty. Additionally, China 

recognizes that it is not outside the realm of possibility for it to be on the opposing end of 

a North Korean weapon of mass destruction in a “last stand” showing of defiance. It is 

possible, then, that continual aggression from North Korea could create a more serious 

response from China that could have lasting influence on the current regime. If North 

Korea continues to disregard China’s wishes, China may feel the need to intervene in a 

more serious manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Possible Scenarios Resulting From an Imminent Collapse 

  

After considering dissent, isolation, rampant corruption, disparaging economic 

performance, and the emergence of factionalism within the central regime illuminated by 

Jang Song Thaek’s execution, I have come to the conclusion that North Korea’s regime, 

if it continues down the dubious path of isolation and aggression, will not be able to 

survive, as it finds itself coming closer and closer to the age of information and 

technology, an age that could lacerate stability within the DPRK. New advances in 

technology will test the limits of the DPRK’s alienation and will facilitate in the fall of its 

regime. It is imperative that this collapse be seriously considered to mitigate the scale of 

potential disaster and chaos following the fall of the hermit kingdom.  

 Many have speculated that a North Korean collapse will resemble the fall of East 

Germany, with the regime quickly dissolving and allowing a new form of governance to 

arise. East Germany’s regime never resembled the Kim dynasty, however, and did not 

experience the same megalomaniacal personality cult that is still firmly rooted in North 

Korean culture. Acknowledging the differences between East Germany and North Korea 

in 2013, Feffer states, “The leadership of East Germany was not only geriatric but also 

widely perceived by the population as subservient to Moscow….The North Korean 

leadership, by contrast, prides itself on being independent from everyone, even from 

those countries on which it is dependent. The head of state is far from geriatric. There are 

no public dissidents in the country. Nor, as the case was in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, are 

there any ethnic divisions” (Feffer 1). The differences between present day North Korea 

and the former East Germany are significant. Noting the stark differences, it is palpable 



that a North Korean collapse could vaguely resemble East Germany’s apportionment. 

China, as North Korea’s largest investor and ally, is still likely to play a similar position 

as that of the Soviets in East Germany following a North Korean collapse. Feffer writes 

that, “China has made important investments in North Korea and views the future 

extractive resources as key inputs for its own growth. But the negative scenario of regime 

collapse—and the shock waves it would have on the regional investment climate—is 

more important than the relatively small impact these North Korean investments have on 

the Chinese economy. Even if such a drop in investor confidence in Northeast Asia were 

brief, it could still pose a considerable risk to the Chinese Communist Party’s 

maintenance of domestic political stability” (Feffer 1). Therefore, China would most 

likely want to manage a North Korean collapse on its own terms to best protect its own 

internal interests and the large amount of investments it has made into North Korea.  

There are many hypothesized consequences surrounding North Korea’s demise. 

Rand notes some of these, writing, “Of course, the consequences will likely be most 

serious in North Korea, where a humanitarian disaster, potentially complicated by civil 

war and related consequences, could seriously hurt much of the population. North 

Korea’s neighboring countries could also be physically affected by refugees, criminal 

activity, and the actions of some North Korean factions that could launch attacks at 

targets beyond the North Korean borders. Many of these consequences could have second 

and third-order effects, for example, forcing the ROK (South Korea) and/or China to 

intervene in North Korea, potentially leading to conflict between ROK and Chinese 

forces if both intervene. The United States would likely support ROK intervention, 

creating a potential for conflict between China and the United States as well” (Bennett 



53). In this view, World War Three could be triggered by the fall of North Korea just 

through the instability it would create for the East Asian region. The fact that North 

Korea maintains an arsenal of weapons of mass destruction complicates the situation 

even further. 

 Because of the DPRK’s nuclear capabilities, special care would have to be 

exercised following the state’s collapse to neutralize nuclear and arms stockpiles in order 

to prevent their retaliatory use and their falling into the wrong hands. The current status 

of North Korea’s nuclear arsenal is integral for creating the complex of a formidable 

power. Andrei Lankov asserts that conditional negotiation structured around 

denuclearization is absurd and should be retired. Lankov, discussing the DPRK’s nuclear 

programs, states matter of factly that, “Pyongyang cannot do away with these programs. 

That would mean losing both a powerful military deterrent and a time-tested tool of 

extortion. It would also relegate North Korea to being a third-rate country, on a par with 

Mozambique or Uganda” (Lankov 96). Therefore, since we are incapable of predicting 

the future, we must do what we can in the present; engage North Korea now, putting 

aside nuclear ambitions to mitigate an otherwise entirely unpredictable disaster in the 

near future.  

 Engagement with North Korea should not be tossed out as appeasement.  

Considering the high probability that one of any realm of scenarios could dissolve the 

current regime and plummet the region into abysmal chaos, opening up a productive 

dialogue with North Korea would help prevent future pandemonium and soften the 

burden of its associated crisis. Engagement with North Korea now would also give the 

United States and other western powers a rare chance to achieve influence. While we 



would not be pressing the North Koreans to capitulate on nuclear concessions, we could 

be pursuing a program of slow influence that would gradually bring information to North 

Korean citizens, fostering enlightenment and perhaps greater dissent. Cultural, work or 

academic exchanges, for example, could be viewed as an opportunity to diffuse 

knowledge of the world to groups of North Koreans who are outside of their country for 

the first time. Lankov laments the subject, writing, “Although compromises may be 

unpalatable at times, exchanges with North Korea would ultimately weaken the regime’s 

physical and ideological grip on the population. Engagement is necessary, but its goals 

should be realistic. The objective would not be to disarm North Korea’s leaders or 

persuade them to become enlightened autocrats—no such miraculous transformation will 

happen in the near term. Rather, the goal would be to spread knowledge about the 

modern world to North Korea’s common people and lower-level elites, those without a 

vested interest in perpetuating the brutality of the current system” (Lankov 102). When 

confronting serious risks and exigent circumstances, soft cooperation is better than no 

cooperation at all. Bosworth and Gallucci agree, writing, “It is in the interests of both 

Pyongyang and Washington to show the flexibility needed to jump-start discussions. The 

United States should relax its requirement that North Korea meet its demands before any 

dialogue begins. Pyongyang should be ready to take steps not only at the very beginning 

of talks but also beforehand” (Bossworth & Gallucci 1). 

Mongolia is a tangential example of a state that has achieved largely positive 

results by engaging North Korea. Through examining theories on linkage and leverage, 

Mongolia exemplifies a state that pursues linkage over leverage to conduct relations with 

the DPRK. Levitsky and Way examine the power of linkage and also discuss the powers 



of leverage by writing, “Unlike mechanisms of leverage such as military force, 

diplomatic pressure, and conditionality, the effects of linkage tend to be subtle and 

diffuse. Linkage generates ‘soft power’, or the ability to ‘shape preferences’ and ‘get 

others to want what you want.’ It influences a range of non-state actors, generating 

decentralized forms of pressure that frequently operate below the radar screens of 

international observers” (Levitsky & Way 385).  Once linkages have been established, 

they can be used as leverage as well, since economic assistance can be withdrawn. 

Mongolia’s style of engagement towards North Korea is neutral, and is strategically 

aligned with linkage policies that do not threaten the use of military or diplomatic 

pressures. Mongolia’s linkage policy towards North Korea has developed a relative trust 

between the two states.  

Mongolia, according to Batchimeg, simply wants to foster greater cooperation in 

Northern Asia. Batchimeg states, “Another purpose of engagement is related to 

Mongolia’s self-image in the region. As noted above, in terms of population, economy, 

and military capability, Mongolia is the smallest country in Northeast Asia. Making 

contributions to peaceful resolution of the Korean Peninsula situation—the foremost 

challenge to regional security—by influencing North Korea’s behavior through 

cooperation or serving as an honest broker would help Mongolia strengthen its 

international image” (Batchimeg 289). Influence is the underlying goal of Mongolia’s 

diplomatic policy towards North Korea. If opening up dialogue, even if it resembled 

Mongolia’s relaxed approach, could initiate some type of influence, we could potentially 

enlighten more and more of North Korea’s population. Additionally, greater trust 

between states could fix disputes more efficiently and could prevent future calamities.   



 To conclude, engaging with North Korea could lessen the state’s future burden to 

its neighboring countries and to those with outstanding interests in the region. Through 

cooperation, development of trust, and the growth of influence, the outside world can 

attempt to change and call into question existing norms within the DPRK. Supporting 

cultural exchanges would open doors of imagination for the North Korean people and 

could destroy lies that the regime has channeled as facts concerning standards of living 

outside of North Korea, truths regarding its own regime, and more. Any chance to 

influence North Korea could eventually make enough people within North Korea realize 

their own exploitation and could potentially ignite a movement. For these reasons, 

engaging North Korea could be a very beneficial policy to pursue, especially given the 

state’s recent instability and considering the likelihood that the regime’s days are 

numbered as more and more information pours into the state, and its economic situation 

continues unravel.  
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